Why are we consulting you now?
Following last month’s TRA Meeting, it became clear
that residents would like more involvement in the
design of the proposed new building. For this reason
Southwark council has decided to hold a design
drop-in session to enable resident to have input into
areas of the design that still require finalising.
Today’s drop-in will ask residents their views on the
landscape and play spaces situated within the estate
and on how the externals of the block might look. The
design team will take back your comments and work
to finalise proposals that take your views into account
when preparing a planning application. A further preplanning Drop-in Event will be scheduled for early
2019 where residents can view the final designs prior
to making a planning application submission.
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What are the designs to date?
The Typical Floor Layout Plans
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Ground Floor
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First Floor

The proposed new building has been designed to
provide a mixture of new homes to reflect the housing
needs of the borough.
The proposal is for a five storey building that will provide
up to 35 new homes, consisting of 3 & 4 bedroom
maisonettes on the ground floor or 1 & 2 bedroom flats
in the floors above.
The new building will have two lifts, one of which will be
double sided so as to provide access from the basement
& entrance lobby areas up to the proposed new
resident’s courtyard. The courtyard is to be situated on
the roof of the existing parking podium, half a level up
from the street access.
The proposal will also provide a minimum of 4 flats for
wheelchair users.
Today residents will be consulted about the proposed
development’s external appearance & materials.
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Improved Play Areas

The Team...

Will the parking podium be removed?
Rotherhithe New Road

Proposed residential building
Proposed New Building
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Existing Garages to be refitted & Retained
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Existing garages retained & refurbished
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8 Existing Garages Retained

Existing garages retained

TECHNICAL NOTE

Tissington Court
Proposed Podium Parking

7. Photographs of defects identified during investigations
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The podium will be partially removed, repaired & reinforced to make way for the new development, as a result the parking will be
TECHNICAL
NOTE
reorganised to provide 15 spaces, plus additional spaces for bicycles. All existing private garages located
under existing
buildings are to
be retained and refurbished.
The area will be refurbished to provide a well illuminated & secure area for resident’s use. To promote natural daylight & ventilation in
this area, holes will be punched through the existing podium slab and trees will be planted so that they grow through to the proposed
TECHNICAL NOTE
resident’s courtyard area above.
Concrete spalling at corners of column

Concrete spalling at base of column

Are repairs needed to the 7.podium
even
if
the
development
doesn’t
proceed?
Photographs of defects identified during investigations

Yes. Repairs will be necessary to the existing
podium regardless of whether the proposal goes
ahead or not.
This is because the podium is in such poor condition
Cracked asphalt and ponding on roof deck of car park
that repairs and structural reinforcements will be
required to extend it’s lifespan & ensure its continued
safety. Investigations revealed several defects
and demonstrated significant deterioration to the
structural elements that will require attention in the
near future.
Water penetration through slab from podium level,
Our
structural
engineers
have
advised
that
whilst
causing stalactites to form on soffit
there is no immediate risk to the structure, repair and
strengthening works will be necessary within the next
4 years .
It is not known at this point to what extent repairs will be
required and it has been recommended that further
J:\39596 Southwark sites\Tissington court\4. Working\Reports\170908 interim report
for proposed development.docx
investigations
be undertaken to ascertain this before
proceeding further.
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Spalling of concrete to external column along Rotherhithe
New Road, with corroded exposed reinforcement visible

Concrete spalling at corners of column
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C

Concrete gully
spalling
at base
of column
Drainage
passing
through
beam close to support, with
evidence of cracking to concrete
and water penetration

Will the proposal create other new opportunities?
Increased street activity along
Rotherhithe New Road

New Resident’s Internal Courtyard

Rehabilitated Parking Area

Existing council
homes

Proposed new
council homes

Rotherhithe New Road
St Helena Road

Family units on
the ground floor with
private gardens

Possibility of rear
gardens to existing flats at
podium level

Proposed new play area
& landscaping

What are the appearance of existing buildings in the area?
Brydale House

Rotherhithe New Road

Tissington Court
Luxford Road

Balman House
Luxford Road

St Helena Road
1 to 45

Tissington Court
Rotherhithe New Road
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Tissington Court
St Helena Road

Tissington Court
Rotherhithe New Road

The Team...

St Helena Road
76 - 91

Tissington Court
Rotherhithe New Road

Westlake

Rotherhithe New Road

What could the proposed building look like?
Externals facing onto New Rotherhithe Road. (Facing the Street)
How could we approach the building’s external design?

The ground floor
maisonettes, upper
floor corner flats & stair
core could be expressed
in the building’s
shape.

1

Strong base & corners created

The upper deckways could be highlighted by pushing the
external wall inwards
and changing the wall
material.

2

3D impression of how the exterior of the building might look

What about the material choices?

Deck-way area highlighted

Colored glazed bricks or tiles
in areas of special interest

The ground
floor maisonettes
could be pushed
inwards to form a two
storey base, which
relates better to the
scale of the street.

3

Individual maisonettes shown

How the Rotherhithe New Road external might look.

The building
could be made to
feel lighter by expressing a change in materials
& by adding a structure to the upper
deckways.

4

Lightweight deckways could be made
with metal structure, railings & mesh.

Two tones of brickwork could create interest in the elevation

Take a look at the following examples.
What are your views? What pictures do you prefer?

Structure applied

Examples of lightweight deckways & structures made from brick, masonry or metal.
An informal
character could
be achieved by adding randomly placed
panels that could
screen residents from
the street.

5

Informality introduced

2 storeys maisonettes expressed
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Examples of externals with an informal character

The Team...

What could the building look like?
Interior Rear Elevation (facing towards the new resident’s courtyard)
How could we approach the building’s external design?
Lets look at the Existing Building’s Facade

3D impression of how the exterior of the building might look

The existing Tissington Court
building hints as to how we might approach the
design of the externals of the proposed building. The
existing building has a strong vertical emphasis and also
pushes in parts of the elevation to show the position of
individual maisonettes. We could reproduce this
strategy in the new building.

1

What about the material choices?

Fully glazed core with views over
the new residents courtyard

Ground floor
maisonettes could be
partially recessed on the
facade to create a base
to the building.

2

Individual maisonettes shown

How the residents courtyard external might look.

The communal
stair core could be
expressed to show
the access to the new
residents courtyard or
to the entrance level.

3

Lightweight projecting metal balconies
with simple railings & soffits.

Two tones of brickwork could create an interesting vertical
emphasis to the elevation

Take a look at the following examples.
What are your views? What pictures do you prefer?

Transparent stair-core expressed

Different brick colours to create interest & vertical emphasis

Transparent vertical circulation with views through to the courtyard

Balconies will be
grouped together to
create a vertical rhythm
along the external
facade.

4

Balconies grouped vertically

Expressing the maisonettes on the first two storeys
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Creating a vertical emphasis by grouping balconies.

What about the area on top of the existing parking podium?
New Residents Courtyard.
Rotherhithe New Road
Play area for the
under 5s

12m

22m

Proposed Residents Courtyard

Green screening
achieved with mature trees
breaking through from the car
parking below

Existing Tissington Court Building

Proposed Building

PLAY

REST

GATHER

New rear gardens
with access to the new
Courtyard.

The proposed podium courtyard will provide a new communal space where the current
Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA) is presently located. We propose to introduce a number
of relatively quiet activities, such as informal infant play for the under 5s, resting or seating
areas and gathering spaces with communal tables and benches to give both new and
existing residents the opportunity to socialise together and eat outdoors.

Would you like to see these activities or are there any others that you would prefer?

Informal Infant play for under 5s

Existing Tissington Court Building

Proposed New Building

Seating areas for resting and enjoying the courtyard

What kind of trees are you
most interested in?

Gathering areas to meet with family & friends

What approach should we take to the paving materials?
Trees with Blossom in Spring

What about a stripy pattern?

Would you like a splash of colour?

Or maybe something more cheerful?
Trees with bright autumn leaves

Some areas may have ornamental planting to create interest, what would you prefer?

Planting with more foliage and texture

Planting to include seasonal flowers
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Planting in containers

The Team...

Trees with beautiful bark exposed in winter

What about the Landscape & Play Areas?
St Helenas Road Play Area.
The Multi-Use Games Area or MUGA on the existing podium is to be relocated towards the south of the estate, next to St Helena
Road. The relocation will form part of a larger plan to upgrade the landscape and to introduce new play facilities into the area.
We need to provide play facilities for two age groups – the under 5s and the over 5s. We also propose to introduce facilities for
adults so that the whole community can enjoy using this space, whether they are accompanying children or not.

Existing Tissington Court Building
Existing Tissington
Court Tower

Potential Locations for new
activities

New Buffer
Planting.

Proposed New Landscape & Play Areas

Mature Trees along St Helena
Road retained.

Buffer Planting

The MUGA could be relocated here.

St Helena Road

Garden / play space ‘rooms’
Play space for 5-11 and 12+ age groups
Key circulation routes
Alignment with architecture
Key Root Protection Areas

Would you rather that the MUGA is fenced on all four sides or would you prefer it to open up into the landscape?

Example of a MUGA fully enclosed

Example of a MUGA closed on two sides

Examples of MUGAs that are open forming part of the landscape

What other play features could we introduce for children over 5 years old?

Climbing Frame

Table Tennis

Climbing Wall

Edges within the landscape for Skateboarding

What type of play can we introduce for children under 5? Would you prefer a playground or something less informal?

Examples of INFORMAL PLAY built into the landscape such as logs & stepping stones
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Examples FORMAL PLAY such as a “horse & cart”, “wobble dish” or stepping stones

The Team...

Long Lanes_Southwark

Aylesbury Estate_Roffo Court_Southwark

Vaudeville Court_Islington

Aberfeldy Estate_Tower Hamlets

Ocean Estate_Tower Hamlets

TISSINGTON COURT

Some recent examples of our residential projects
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